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Generalization of the Systolic Array
Gradually wearing off. Currently the dominance of the basic computing paradigm is gradually wearing off with growing use of
Reconfigurable Computing (RC) - bringing profound changes to the practice of both, scientific computing and ubiquitous embedded systems, as
well as new promise of disruptive new horizons for affordable very high performance computing. Due to RC the desk-top personal
supercomputer is near [3]. To obtain the payoff from RC we need a new understanding of computing and supercomputing. To bridge the
translational gap, the software / configware chasm, we need to think outside the box.
Going toward the dual paradigm mind set is the current strong trend: the
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the mathematicians, development of a methodology for generating these data
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generalization of transdisciplinary perspective this has been a typical result of the „formal“
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systolic array. reductionism having been fashionable at that time.
definition (Flowware).
Mathematicians’ paradigm trap. The classical systolic array suffered from a severe
restriction. It could be used only for applications with strictly regular data dependencies. For a hammer many things in the world look like a nail.
About 25 years ago for the mathematicians working on systolic arrays all applications looked like algebraic problems. From this point of view their
algebraic synthesis algorithms generating a systolic architecture from a mathematical formula have been based only on linear projections, which
yield only uniform arrays with linear pipes: usable only for applications regular data dependencies.
Generalization of the systolic array. Later Rainer Kress holding an EE degree Figure 2.
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discarded the mathematician’s synthesis algorithms and used simulated annealing generating data
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instead, for his DPSS (Data Path Synthesis System) [5]. This means the streams by
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generalization of the systolic array: the KressArray [6], or super-systolic array (we
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may also call it Kress-Kung-Array), also supporting any wild forms of pipe
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networks, including any non-linear pipes like spiral, zigzag, branching and
merging, and many other forms. Now reconfigurability makes sense. Fig. 2 shows ASM
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how the sequencing part is added to the systolic array data paths, so that we get a
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complete computational machine. Instead of a program counter we have multiple
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data counters supporting parallelism of data streams. The GAG (generic address ASM
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generator, [7] [9] [10]) is a data sequencer connected to a RAM block for data
storage. GAG and RAM block are parts of the ASM (Auto-sequencing Memory),
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a generalization of the DMA (Direct Memory Access). The following paragraphs
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explain the machine principles and software / configware co-compilation (r)DPA
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techniques for the duality of machine paradigms.
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